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Introduction

My teaching biography (frustrated fascination)  

Story of my research (starting big...)

Proposed PhD work 

Fundamental questions  



Frustrated fascination

– 20 = – 20

16 – 36 = 25 – 45

16 – 36 + 81/4 = 25 – 45 + 81/4

(4 – 9/2)2 = (5 – 9/2)2 

4 – 9/2 = 5 – 9/2

4 = 5



Starting big… 
• Initial reactions to a new culture – generalisations, 

making sense of shock, putting order into chaos

• Large culture constructs (anonymous text + 
Hofstede, Triandis, Jandt, Hall, etc.): collectivism, 
honour-shame, polychronic use of time, high power 
distance (teacher centred-education), uncertainty 
avoidance (memorisation), reproductive approach to 
education, etc.  

• RESULT => negative inertia    





Shift of perspective: proposed research 

Experiencing education as a cultural other: Qatari 
students on an English preparatory course for western 

universities

Big issues and wider context  reflected in local students’ 
personal experience of western education:

A qualitative, ethnographic study into Qatari

students’ educational experiences in the English

composition course in the ABP (an American-run and –

accredited institution preparing non-western students

for entry into English-medium universities)



Questions
What happens to my Qatari students during their year
of studying English in the ABP?

1. Nature and meaning of Qatari students’ educational 
experience in the English course I teach here 

2. Main formative aspects of that experience

3. How can it be contextualised within the operational 
framework of  EC/QF  - dialogue/tension? 

4. Most appropriate methodology to maximise 
dialogue and minimize tension 
(educational/cultural/social/personal)



CONTEXT / BACKGROUND

Language

Culture



Language issues 
• Paradigms of teaching English in the ABP

• English replacing Arabic as an academic language?

English



English vs. Arabic

Questionnaire:

• “I find English easier to deliver my thoughts.”

• “Writing in English is fun and easier than Arabic.”

• “I prefer righting in English more than Arabic.”

Essays:

• “The education for Arabic language lost its power 
because parents take their children to English 
schools thus Arabic is not used much…”

• “Arab students who speak English are considered 
very intelligent and educated people.” 



Culture issues 

• Historical/social background 

• Modernisation: opening up to new ideas, views, 
lifestyles...  

• Westernisation?

?



Education issues

• Local educational traditions 

• School system reform

• American/western education 





Opposing forces 

Areas of 
dialogue Areas of 

tension



Macro-dialogue

QF and western 
universities

Qatar Foundation and 
the world

Qatar and the world





Micro-dialogue

Society

Classroom 
(small 

culture) 

Host  
institution 
complex 

Teacher 
Individual 

experience



Areas of tension

• Socio-cultural (e.g., co-education, values)

• Institutional (procedures, styles of 
bureaucracy) 

• Educational (liberal arts, academic freedom, 
academic integrity, student motivation)

• Methodological (teaching/learning strategies 
and approaches)

• Personal (all of the above)



Strands of subversiveness
• Goals vs. effects

• Theory vs. practice

• “THINK” campaign

• Liberal arts vs. pragmatic educational choices

• Maintenance/development vs. culture of 
acquisition and disposal

• Arabic vs. English

• ?

• My teaching/research biography (big => small) 

• My students’ educational experience





Pictures of groups of students



As soon as I close the classroom door behind 
me, I am faced by real human beings whose 
behaviour and views often contradict what I 
think I have learned about them by studying 
mega-dimensional, statistics-based, cultural 
paradigms that may describe their world in 

general terms, but tend to lose their seemingly 
sharp contours when considered in the 

concrete microcosm of my class.



Pictures of individual students



…ending small. 

Global cultural paradigms need to be 

adjusted to fit the small, local size of 

my educational setting to facilitate a 

better informed and more action-oriented 

approach to (my) teaching.      





Conclusions?

Education is a messy and unpredictable business. 




